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On 16 and 23 May 2022, LOTI and the 
London Environment Directors’ Network 
(LEDNet) hosted a design sprint to 
generate ideas in four priority areas of 
London’s net-zero goals.

● Retrofit
● Renewable Power
● Low Carbon Transport
● One World Living

The event brought together London 
borough environment teams with experts 
in digital, data, smart cities and behavioural 
science. 

The aim was to see how multidisciplinary 
teams could work together to develop 
creative solutions.

About the London Climate Goals Design Sprint



Design Sprint driving question:

How can technology, data and 
innovative smart city 
approaches support the 
delivery of the capital’s climate 
goals?



This deck features 11 ideas developed 
during the sprint.

● Our design process started by 
creating ‘How might we…’ 
statements for four of London’s 
climate programmes.

● Each statement was a jumping off 
point for idea generation. 

● We received feedback from 
Londoners on our initial ideas via 
the Talk London platform.

● We continued to develop ideas in 
teams, resulting in the proposed 
solutions in this deck.

The design process
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The Solutions



RETROFIT

1 - Automatic Planning for Home Retrofits: A London-wide home database that can be interrogated by 
postcode and tenure to understand the energy efficiency measures allowed under local planning regulations. 
Connect to planning portals to incentivise those upgrading homes to retrofit.

2 - Home Upgrade Prize Draw: Londoners complete an online quiz to get tailored options to upgrade their 
home and be entered into a prize draw.

3 - ESG Investment Market Place: Create a market to incentivise investment for retrofit projects attracting ESG 
capital.

RENEWABLE POWER

4 - Citizens group procurement of energy and retrofit: Collective purchasing of energy and retrofit items: e.g. 
triple glazing, solar panels, heat pumps, etc. to reduce costs for consumers, businesses and public sector.

5 - Flats, Neighbourhood & City Level ‘Smarter’ Data Gauges: Help residents save money and collect data at a 
London level by using a trusted analogue smart gauge.

6 - Solar for all (even flats!): Establish the permission infrastructure and support for all buildings to buy solar 
panels together and share the benefits.

Solution Summary (1)



LOW CARBON TRANSPORT

7 - Citi-Nudger: Use environment and transport usage data to nudge residents to adapt their travel plans. 
Integrate with existing travel apps and generate greater insights for the city.

8 - Embedding The Future Voice In City Planning: Capture youth insights on climate change and embed 
them in policy and governance mechanisms. Ensure the youth voice is represented as those who will most 
directly face consequences of climate change.

9 - Re-imagine your street with Augmented Reality (AR): Use technology to enable citizens to see  the impact 
of changes in pavement width, cycle lanes, changes in traffic, greening, air quality, etc.

ONE WORLD LIVING

10 - reCare: A digital user interface that offers personalised help and information for residents who may wish to 
repair and upcycle their broken or faulty electrical equipment including how to fix or where to take it to be 
repaired.

11 - Carbon Foodprint Initiative: Browser extension analyses common recipe sites and analyses meals’ CO2 
footprint. Supported by citizen research which is used to provide nudges for behaviour change based on 
personas.

Solution Summary (2)
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Retrofit London

Vision:
Retrofit all domestic buildings to an average 

level of EPC B



Monitor the 

number of retrofit 

measures that are 

delivered and their 

carbon, economic, 

health and social 

impacts?

Identify and 

prioritise 

neighbourhoods 

suitable for 

retrofit projects?

Understand and 

engage London’s 

households to 

help them 

retrofit their 

homes?

How might we…



● The language of Retrofit needs to change. It’s quite technical and not intuitive 
to most people. Terms such as “home upgrades” or “home energy 
improvements” were suggested as alternatives.
 

● There’s a strong need to engage and understand London’s households better 
to determine who, why and when Londoners might undertake a retrofit 
project and what the key opportunities to influence decisions are. 

● It’s important to think about how to capture and measure the social value of 
retrofit projects, as well as environmental benefits.

● Cost was identified as the most significant barrier to retrofit. Lots of initial 
ideas focused on those with the ability to pay for expensive home upgrades. 
How will we meet the needs of those household that can’t afford to retrofit?

● Bringing existing data together, and engaging utility companies to get 
access to their data, was a common theme identified as a challenge.

● There is lots of synergy and overlap with the Renewable Power area. 

Key insights and themes



Additional Ideas

Ideas not take forward at the sprint but worth pursuing:

Retrofit potential 
● Create a data product, bringing together existing datasets, to 

provide insights and identify homes and areas with the highest 
potential to retrofit. 

● This idea scored highly from the first day. It was noted that a 
version of this already exists and that scaling and disseminating it 
could be a potential quick win. It was agreed that LOTI and 
LEDNet could play a role in taking this forward.

Offering tailored advice and options to retrofit your home 
● Many of the ideas developed on day 1 focused on providing 

tailored information and guidance on the available retrofit 
options, including the cost and carbon reduction benefits for 
homeowners and landlords. It was noted that examples of these 
types of solutions already exist. This raises the question why have  
these not scaled? 
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Automatic planning for home 
retrofits

 
Alan Lewis, Andrew Parsons, John, Nora 

Constantinescu, Prashant Vaze  

GROUP 1



Solution Template

Climate Goal Retrofit London: Encourage and provide best information on home energy 
efficiency solutions.

How Might 
We 
Statement

HMW… inform home occupants of suitable and allowed options to upgrade 
their home based on planning rules and effectiveness?

Who would 
need to be 
involved?

Who’s it for?

Local authority planning officers; GLA; English Heritage; Energy Savings Trust; 
Planning Portal.

Owners, Renters, Leaseholders and Installers.



Solution Template

Solution 
Description

Create a London-wide home database that can be interrogated by postcode 
and tenure to understand the energy efficiency measures they are allowed 
under local planning regulations.

The website would have other decision useful information on things like cost, 
payback, carbon savings, local installers and local properties who have had 
similar measures installed.

Discoverable from borough planning application portal, and energy suppliers’ 
websites / bills.

Solutions proposed by the toolkit would get planning concessions to ensure 
homes can attain EPC B.

Required 
Resources

Buy-in from borough; GDS.

Potential 
Next Steps

Learn best practice, political appetite.



Solution Template



Solution Template

Riskiest hypotheses and how you validate them

Hypothesis How we would validate it

Address & postcode data can be 
referenced to planning restrictions by EN, 
local plans, London plan, Article 4

Desktop research 

Range of cost estimates for measures 
might be so wide to not be useful for 
making decisions

Assess Parity Projects
Check with actual experiences

Evidence the extent to which planning 
and heritage restrictions frustrate home 
occupants’ retrofit aspirations

Build up of data 
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Home Upgrade Prize Draw

Martyn Evans, Jess Wiles

GROUP 2



Home Upgrade Prize Draw

Climate Goal Retrofit London

How Might 
We 
Statement

HMW understand and engage London households to help them retrofit their 
homes?

Who would 
need to be 
involved?

Who’s it for?

● The council as a partner: building control / council tax / planning officers
● Estate Agents, Surveyors
● Different community groups / Residents Associations
● Retrofit contractors
● Assessors (e.g. Superhomes)
● Prize sponsors
● Marketing / Digital partners

London home owners in a target area



Home Upgrade Prize Draw

Solution 
Description

“Win a home upgrade! Protect against rising prices, do your bit for the 
environment and increase the value of your home - get a free home upgrade 
audit.”

A timely intervention to encourage London homeowners in target areas to 
upgrade the energy efficiency of their homes when buying or making 
alterations.

In exchange for information about their homes and households (insulation, 
heating systems, access, usage, etc), the council will offer the chance of a free 
retrofit assessment for those suitable, and a prize retrofit for some, funded by 
suitable trusted sponsors (e.g. construction companies).

The data collected will be useful to the council and allow the resident to 
receive tailored advice, reducing the information barrier. The prize will remove 
the cost barrier and make retrofit more of a social norm in certain 
communities.



Home Upgrade Prize Draw: Storyboard



Home Upgrade Prize Draw

Required 
Resources

● Funding - partnership
● Research gathering team
● Expertise - energy auditors / contractors
● Digital platform - survey

Potential 
Next Steps

1. Insight gathering: research on existing schemes/ resident interviews and 
polling/ finding 

2. Engage potential sponsors: understand data benefits and sell PR 
benefits

3. Engage potential local authorities: what data do they have and what 
would be useful through a survey?



Home Upgrade Prize Draw

Riskiest hypotheses and how you validate them

Hypothesis How we would validate it

Lack of information is the barrier to 
retrofitting.

● Research into available resources to retrofit 
homes.

● Testing research with residents in a real life 
scenario.

● How many people decide to retrofit homes 
after going through the process

Upfront financial investment is the barrier 
to retrofitting.

● Wider surveying about appetite to retrofit 
homes (willing and able?)

● How many people decide to retrofit homes 
after going through the process

Residents will provide accurate and useful 
information

● Quality of information received via the 
survey / online questionnaire.

● We can make personalised 
recommendations based on this info
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ESG Investment Marketplace 

Carbon Matchmakers
Antony Page, Asmita Gorasia, Madeleine Leathley, 

Matt, Linda Chandler, Rob Kyle, Tom Somers  

GROUP 3



Solution Template

Climate Goal Retrofit London 

How Might 
We 
Statement

HMW we estimate and measure Carbon and ESG improvements to enable 
investment where it is needed?

Who would 
need to be 
involved?

Who’s it for?

● Homeowners, landlords, tenants
● Investors with an ESG focus
● Local Authorities
● Possibly an independent third party
● Retrofit suppliers

● Property owners/ investors



Solution Template

Solution 
Description

Presently, we are struggling to attract investment into challenging retrofits across all 
types of property and residency. This is compounded by a lack of money or will on 
the side of the property owner (particularly private landlords / homeowners).

Flows into ESG funds doubled from 2020 to 2021. That trend is poised to continue in 
the coming years. A report from Broadridge Financial Solutions predicts that ESG 
assets will tip $30 trillion by 2030. However, today's investors expect more in returns. 
They expect these funds to provide competitive yield, and they want to know that 
companies are upholding their promises.

Our proposal is to create a marketplace which can provide finance and incentives for 
retrofit projects in order to assist and encourage property owners to implement 
carbon-saving projects. On the other side of things we also intend to create a 
trustworthy, scalable investment platform for funders.

We will then continue our engagement in order to validate that the work has been 
done and its impact.



Solution Template



Required 
Resources

Social enterprise partner to support management of investor carbon 
offsetting partner and link it up successfully with suitable projects and not just 
the easy/low impact projects.

HMO housing teams to promote and engage with landlords and tenants.
Independent quality assurance partner to monitor completed works, their 
impacts and investor contributions. 

Potential 
Next Steps

● Research - establish baseline, ESG frameworks, ECO fund, Carbon Offset 
Fund, Opportunities, HMOs as potential pilot?

● Focus group sessions - landlords, investors, etc
● Establish list of recommended providers/installers



Solution Template

Riskiest hypotheses and how you validate them

Hypothesis How we would validate it

1. Size of pool - how many people will 
sign up with projects/ savings?

The LA could do an assessment on the worst 
properties and target them.

2. How many investors will get involved? 
Does it make financial sense?

Need to discuss with a panel of investors.

3. How trustworthy are our scores? Work with industry to align scoring - ESG 
framework

4. How trustworthy are our outcomes? Collecting baseline and improvement data 
from IoT and integrate with an IoT hub for 
public viewing.



Solution Template

Related 
Projects

 Evora Siera  - Could be a data feed

Contacts:

Recommend
ed Actions:

https://evoraglobal.com/esg-reporting-software-siera/


Renewable 
Power

Vision:
Secure 100% renewable energy for London’s 

public sector now and in the future



Help 

Londoners 

move to 

renewable 

energy tariffs?

How might we…

Help 

Londoners 

reduce their 

energy usage?

Identify suitable 

communities 

and sites for 

decentralised 

energy projects 

across London?

Track our 

progress towards 

goal of 100% 

renewable 

energy in 

London?



Key insights and themes

● In early exploration of the HMW statements, participants recognised that there needed to be 
clarity on terms such as ‘decentralised energy projects’ and ‘renewable energy’. In talking 
externally these concepts need to be translated into something more understandable.

● Aggregation of data from various sources was recognised as an important necessary step but 
wasn’t prioritised as a final idea. This is a required foundation for most of the ideas in this 
outcome area.

○ Securing access to data through better engagement with energy providers and 
intermediaries who hold data from the smart grid would be a next step.

● Assumptions to be tested relevant to all ideas developed for this outcome area:
○ A lack of understanding about the most desirable incentives for people to change 

behaviour
○ A lack of information for residents / citizens is a major barrier to changing to renewable 

energy
○ Community-focused interventions would be desirable, impactful and achievable in London
○ Using smart meter data could help with the tariff swapping process, that data would be 

accessible and that people would be interested.



Additional Ideas

Many aspects of the ideas created on day one eventually informed the final solutions. 
Aspects of the following ideas were different enough not to be incorporated and may be 
worth pursuing:

● Green Neighbourhood Lottery - Neighbourhoods compete to switch to renewable 
tariffs and reduce their energy consumption. Reduction in usage translates into 
money which is won by the neighbourhood to be used on further investments in 
climate action / renewables.

● One stop renewable shop - An app based digital service for household bill payers 
to offer advice and help them swap tariffs.

● My borough energy impact - an impact dashboard for citizens and power holders 
so that citizens can see their impact and boroughs can test campaigns and 
incentives.

● Solar locality mapping and site action - Use AI and mapping to establish possible 
locations for solar panels around London.
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Citizens group procurement of 
energy and retrofit

Jennifer Sibley, Ashwin Patel, 
Anna Campbell, Tom Gayler

GROUP 4



Solution Template

Climate Goal Renewable Power

How Might 
We 
Statement

HMW… help Londoners move to renewable energy tariffs reduce their energy 
tariff. 

Who would 
need to be 
involved?

Who’s it for?

GLA, citizens, Energy Market, PV/wind generators, Retrofit Market, Delivery 
Partner, Trusted Voices (community groups)

Citizens- i.e able to pay market, those in fuel poverty, 

 



Solution Template

Solution 
Description

Collective purchasing of energy and retrofit items e.g. triple glazing, solar 
panels, heat pumps etc. 

Outcomes:
● Cheaper and more accessible green energy and retrofit
● Reduced carbon emissions
● Higher energy efficiency
● More price security?
● Helps long term investment and planning by individuals

Subscription model for retrofit 
● Needs some investigation - deliver changes over time for a group

Required 
Resources

Advertising, Market engagement, Creation of delivery Vehicle, Funding for fuel 
poor measures, connection with existing community groups 

Potential 
Next Steps

1. Talk to GLA- Catherine Barber 2. Delivery vehicle 3. Soft market testing 4. 
User/Market testing 5. Launch. 



Solution Template



Solution Template

Riskiest hypotheses and how you validate them

Hypothesis How we would validate it

Significant enough cost saving by buying 
in bulk and that the market is ready to 
deliver

Through soft market testing - expression of 
interest

Key stakeholders are interested i.e. GLA, 
citizens 

Stakeholder engagement, focus groups, expert 
user recruitment from community programs 

That the scheme will deliver carbon 
savings and that the retrofit solutions 
offered are relevant

Measure and monitor, retrofit coordinators / 
advice



Solution Template

Related 
Projects

Existing energy co-ops in London
Petition to install heat pumps in local parks

Contacts:

Recommend
ed Actions:

https://ldn.coop/londons-co-ops/energy-co-ops/
https://www.wearepossible.org/actions-blog/ask-your-local-council-to-put-heat-pumps-under-parks
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Flats, Neighbourhood & City 
Level ‘Smarter’ Data Gauges

Pierre Rogier, Andy Hudson-Smith

GROUP 5



Solution Template

Solution 
Description

Required 
Resources

Potential 
Next Steps



Solution Template

Solution 
Description

Problem One: “How can I make a change?”
Solution: Understanding Data as a Collective/Gamifying  - Makes that User 
Behaviour Push - (Small Changes/Big Difference)

Problem Two: The GLA needs more fine grain/timestamped London-wide 
data on energy usage.
Solution: Smart Meter sends data to the GLA in real-time (via MQTT Feeds).

Problem Three: Behaviour Change is Difficult
Solution: Physical ‘Old School Barometer like Devices’ add Trust and 
Understanding - but also allows data to be views and shared collectively. 

Required 
Resources

GLA Data Store API (upload – MQTT Data), Self Make Meters or Get Buy in of 
Energy Companies – Mayors own Physical Data Dashboard.

Potential 
Next Steps

Commission Small Scale Building Level Trial, Open Source Designs, Open up 
the GLA Data Store to real-time data. Match Funds with the GLA Energy 
Company.





Solution Template

Smart Data Gauges – Local/Neighbourhood/Borough/City

 Changing How ‘I, We, Us, The Council, The Borough, Energy 
Companies &  The Mayor’ view Climate / Energy Data 



Solution Template

Riskiest hypotheses and how you validate them

Hypothesis How we would validate it

By Reinventing the Smart Meter, Linking 
in Gamification and Local/Borough/City 
Wide Data London can make a 
measurable change in Energy Usage 
(therefore helping save the planet)

Realtime Data – GLA/Borough – Allows Policy 
Changes to validated via Data at key city levels.

The GLA / Boroughs need real-time 
energy data to understand the problems 
and make policy changes that can be 
validated/.

Borough/GLA Data Officers



Solution Template

Related 
Projects

 

Contacts:

Recommend
ed Actions:

- Engage with Smart DCC to understand the constraints around accessing 
Smart Meter data

- Understand appetite for this sort of intervention with residents

https://www.smartdcc.co.uk/about-dcc/who-we-are/
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Solar for all (even flats!)

Keith Townsend, Ella Nevill, Chris Howarth, 
Jo Oliveira, Andrew Schein, Ed Parkes

GROUP 6



Solution Template

Climate Goal Renewable Power

How Might 
We 
Statement

HMW… identify suitable communities and sites for decentralised energy 
projects across London?

Who would 
need to be 
involved?

Who’s it for?

Leaseholders and local authorities (our focus), but also: private tenants, social 
tenants, and owner-occupiers; and also freeholders and councils, eventually 
community energy groups. 

Leaseholders (our focus), but also: private tenants, social tenants, and 
owner-occupiers



Solution Template

Solution 
Description

1. Use existing data sources to find optimal blocks of flats.
2. Make planning process easy / by-right for these ‘green-flagged’ blocks and amend planning 

policy to incorporate net zero carbon.
3. Create business case + funding plan for these ‘green-flagged’ blocks.
4. Campaign + outreach: targeted comms to optimal blocks of flats – ‘you’ve been chosen to take 

advantage…’
5. Engage residents [e.g. leaseholders] living in flats & local stakeholders.
6. Residents opt in.
7. Count and connect the opt-ins. [Who does this? Freeholder?] Evaluation, sign-off, and 

procurement of solar panels → local authority + third parties 
8. Planning approval obtained; freeholder approves the plans too. [Who does this?]
9. Delivery of solar panels – e.g. 1) set up community energy company, 2) local-authority led 

initiative.
10. Solar panels put on flats’ rooves; they generate energy!
11. Savings for residents / money to invest back into community → circular economy, green 

economy, investing in other climate-related initiatives, education initiatives and efforts 

Required 
Resources

London Solar Opportunities Map, Google Environmental Insights Explorer (free for cities and regions, 
highlights solar panel potential), local authority and/or GLA funding (e.g. through grants and 
competitions), investment from Community Energy Company/Group (to purchase solar panels), third 
party support & expertise (e.g. tech companies, consultants, data analysts)

Potential 
Next Steps

Feasibility project: use solar panel maps data to identify prospective pilot areas (best solar panel 
potential). Identify pilot local authorities (most engaged, have funding). Run pilot scheme with 
community energy organisation, install solar panels on selected block, monitor residents’ 
engagement (how the project is received, gauge interest) - like Islington!



Solution Template



Solution Template

Riskiest hypotheses and how you validate them

Hypothesis How we would validate it

Access to funding pots (e.g. public sector 
decarb fund), able to navigate them, and 
deliverable

Try this in one or two ‘pilot’ blocks w/ third party 
support. Full outreach campaign:

● Developing an online toolkit to signpost 
relevant funding

● Targeting outreach and comms to optimal 
residents and buildings 

Sufficient people opting in to create 
collective action

Local authority supports and facilitates 
collective engagement - community energy 
company or council-led initiative to expand on 
the opt-in list.

Planning could be made ‘easy’ (or even 
by-right) – councils would not resist that. 

● Pilot scheme to provide use case 
● Local authorities bound by net-zero 

legislation - planning policy could be 
adapted around existing net-zero/climate 
strategies



Solution Template

Related 
Projects

Solar together
Ripple Energy
The London Solar Opportunities Map
Repowering London

Contacts:

Recommend
ed Actions:

Follow up meeting of team

https://solartogether.co.uk/landing
https://rippleenergy.com/
https://maps.london.gov.uk/lsom/
https://www.repowering.org.uk/


Low Carbon 
Transport

Vision:
Halve road journeys made by petrol and diesel 

and incentivise sustainable and active travel 
options



Better gather, 

monitor, model and 

communicate data 

to plan and deliver 

effective transport 

decarbonisation 

pathways for every 

borough?

Positively engage 

and consult 

communities on 

the infrastructure 

changes we are 

making to help 

decarbonise 

transport.

Use data to better 

understand 

Londoners’ daily 

travel choices, 

user needs and 

behavioural 

influences?

How might we…



Key insights and themes

● All agreed that transport choices are driven by general consumption 
behaviour - connected to lifestyle and so interdependent with challenges in 
other outcome areas - they are all interdependent.

● Research on understanding motivations is required. Why do people behave in 
the way that they currently do? Putting that data together across different 
markets including businesses, schools etc, and using that information to 
influence people's decision making. 

● We need to prioritise meaningful communication and consider how we 
communicate the data we have so it’s digestible. 

● Projects need to be clear on the outcomes before they collect the data.

● We need to bring new voices into this debate and ensure inclusivity and 
equitable decision making including involving young people. 



Additional Ideas

There was lots of discussion and interest in making people more aware of actions 
and of less tangible, less visible cause and effects of climate change, such as 
carbon emissions and air quality.

Air Quality /Carbon Emissions Weather Forecast
Making the impact of carbon emissions and poor air quality more visible by 
including insights and alerts in weather forecasts. These should be designed to 
incentives people to take action. There was discussion of how to do this around 
hyper local areas such as schools.

Understanding the Impact of Low Traffic Neighbourhoods 
LTNs can be a contentious issue based on perceived resident confusion between 
short-term versus long-term effects, as ultimately they are about deterring people 
from using cars. Any visualisation tools need to show clear trajectories 
demonstrating the long term impact of car use reduction

There were also ideas on Digital twinning to understand the impact of 
infrastructure changes and some of the stuff around infrastructure, and 
specifically one around procurement.
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Citi-Nudger

Amazing London Solutions / Darren, Michael 
Sinclair, Isabella Bassani, Jessica Liang:

GROUP 7



Solution Template

Climate Goal Low Carbon Transport - give officers and citizens the info need to support 
choice and change.

How Might 
We 
Statement

HMW… get a better understanding of the types of journeys that people take 
today and why across the varying transport mediums available? How might 
the baseline be used to shape what transport services are provided? How 
might that holistic view be used to allow citizens to make better choices about 
how they travel? 

Who would 
need to be 
involved?

Who’s it for?

Officers, Highways, TfL, Met Office, 3rd party data e.g. google/CCTV, Air quality 
data providers.

Officer - allowing them to spot trends and sustabilie transport gaps
Citizen - allowing them to make informed choices that fit their needs



Solution Template

Solution 
Description

Data > Nudge > Change.

Take existing data and combine it with new data from sources like CCTV to 
understand where people are travelling from and to and via which medium. 
Overlay with other data sources (known) such as weather, socio-economic, air 
quality, transport options available, transport cost and estimated CO2. use it to 
identify triggers triggers that influence choice.

Allows officers to have a more detailed understanding of the services that are 
on offer. Citizens to be able to make active 
Choices linked to the impact of the choices they make.

 



Solution Outline



Solution Template

Required 
Resources

Access to data - CCTV, Traffic Flow, Air Quality, Weather, Events, Transport Cost, 
Carbon Estimates, Calorific Estimates

Access to people - DevOps, Data Scientist, Behavioural Scientist, 3rd Party 
Engagement

Access to infrastructure - compute, AI/ML, notification tools, data modelling 
tools, APIs

Access to citizens/testers

Improvement targets - If 70% of journeys from a given area are by car what are 
we aiming to reduce it to.

Potential 
Next Steps

Test hypothesis in a single London Borough e.g. Lambeth. 
Focus on subset of potential data feeds to inform officers and citizens. Prove 
viability. Run for a period of 3 months to see if improvements can be made 
against the initial baseline. If successful add in more data feeds to add more 
value to both officer and citizen.





Solution Outline

Officer View

SOUTHEAST 
PASSAGE



Solution Template

Riskiest hypotheses and how you validate them

Hypothesis How we would validate it

A portion of London's population consists 
of non-mobile phone users (vulnerable 
communities, elderly). 

● Non-digital survey
● Internet access data
● Measuring digital readiness
● Smartphone usage statistics

Lack of public engagement ● Public consultations using scenarios to 
understand public choices 

Triangulation of data might be hinder 
due scattering storage of data and lack of 
availability 

● Experts consultations/interviews 
(computer science, IT staff, and etc.)

Boroughs/regions have different  urban 
stressors and their own policy priorities

● Gain understanding of context and run 
pilot/trials 

● Engage local authorities 



Solution Template

Related 
Projects

 ODI Climate Data Trusts research and design work

South London partnership has already done some work to build on in this 
http://southlondonpartnership.co.uk/infrastructure/

Contacts: None provided beyond the project team. Acknowledged that investing more 
time and energy to develop private partnerships with be key to get two way 
data channels for evidence based decision making (e.g. citymapper) as private 
companies currently hard to meaningfully engage with

Recommend
ed Actions:

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0965856422000684 
evidence supporting previous findings that information provision is unlikely to 
work as a standalone intervention in the longer run, but may be effective when 
combined with other policies.

Soft, information-based measures recommended to encourage walking and 
cycling for travel are increasingly being recommended alongside infrastructure 
investments.

https://theodi.org/article/could-bottom-up-data-trusts-help-to-tackle-the-climate-crisis/
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0965856422000684
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Embedding The Future Voice In 
City Planning

LCTP ‘The Culs-de-Sac”/ Zak Bond, Matt 
Hill, Mat Bonomi (+1 H&F), Sam Nutt and 

Mark Frost

GROUP 8



Solution Template

Climate Goal Low Carbon Transport 

How Might 
We 
Statement

HMW… embed the future voice of (young) Londoners in decision making?

 Who would 
need to be 
involved?

Who’s it for?

London boroughs / London Councils and Youth parliament

Young Londoners, future generations, council decision makers



Solution Template

Solution 
Description

1. Pilot technologies and methods for capturing youth insights
Work with youth parliament or school trust/school councils to:

● Establish whether demographic feels engaged, testing tension between 
decisions taken and views of younger londoners

● Test different propositions for engagement - what techniques/products reduce 
barriers and facilitates better involvement appropriate for this segment? 

● Identify whether it is possible to establish a mandate from this cohort for the 
views of future generations

2. Co-design climate policies for future with youth insights
● Specifically consider the focus of halving petrol and diesel vehicles’  - how 

would this cohort approach this issue for a local area? Young climate 
commission ‘design sprint’.  Report and recommendations.

3. Embed decisions in new governance structures and responsibilities
● Review of local government process to ensure decisions are being  made with 

the full awareness of the views of and impacts on next generation - statutory 
requirement to consider impact on future generation via consultation. 

● Need to mesh with existing governance systems/structures - helps make case 
for more influence in future

● Statutory requirement to respond to proposals put forwards by youth - how and 
why did council respond to each initiative



Solution Template

Embedding The Future Voice In City Planning

Pilot technologies 
and methods for 
capturing youth 

insights

Co-design climate 
policies for future 

with youth 
insights

Council has statutory 
requirements to 
consider future 
generations and 
respond to youth 

Schools/Climate 
Assemblies TikTok

Minecraft

“We have to 
respond to any 
initiative proposed 
by young people!”

“We have to consider the 
impact of projects on the 
unborn generation!”

Topics to discuss:
15 minute city
Local transport 
infrastructure

Use 
LOTIxLednet 
codesign 
method



Solution Template

Required 
Resources

● Engagement team to work with schools/youth parliament and digital 
platforms, report provision

● Design sprint process on defined issue
● Review against current decision making function

Potential 
Next Steps

Initial fact finding exercise with schools, best practice review of engaging 
youth in decision making.  
Case study of showing divergence between decision making and views of 
Londoners - identifying the need.

Minecraft as a consultation tool:

https://www.blockbuilders.co.uk/ 

“Civic Crafting in Urban Planning Public Consultation: Exploring 
Minecraft's Potential”

https://www.blockbuilders.co.uk/
https://www.igi-global.com/article/civic-crafting-in-urban-planning-public-consultation/158037
https://www.igi-global.com/article/civic-crafting-in-urban-planning-public-consultation/158037


Solution Template

Riskiest hypotheses and how you validate them

Hypothesis How we would validate it

Young people want to be / should be 
involved in decision making 

Talk to them. Compare research of views of 
young people vs existing policies. 

Politicians will actually listen to new ideas 
from young people. 

Deliberative research with politicians; 
comparison of situations where politicians have 
delegated to youth/climate assemblies

An accountability mechanism holding 
councils to respond to inputs from young 
people would improve decisions

Compare to existing research on 
institutionalised participation (checked: such 
evaluations don’t exist yet).



Solution Template

Related 
Projects

 Recommended this idea could apple to all four  outcome areas not just 
transport (also acknowledged it would be hard to keep young people on topic 
if just transport)

Contacts: ICO
Also welsh government https://www.futuregenerations.wales/ 

Recommend
ed Actions:

● Lobby for embedding feedback from children and  young people into 
formal decision making - e.g Charter for London boroughs shining up to 
promising to do this and taking actions suggested by this solution idea

● Further exploration with young people on the best way to involve y.p
● ICO re: DPIA 

https://ico.org.uk/about-the-ico/news-and-events/blog-spotlight-on-the-
children-s-code-standards-data-protection-impact-assessments/

https://www.futuregenerations.wales/
https://ico.org.uk/about-the-ico/news-and-events/blog-spotlight-on-the-children-s-code-standards-data-protection-impact-assessments/
https://ico.org.uk/about-the-ico/news-and-events/blog-spotlight-on-the-children-s-code-standards-data-protection-impact-assessments/
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Re-imagine your street with 
Augmented Reality (AR)

Laura, Marco Iovino (marco@public.io), 
Claire, Enrica Papa, Natalie Turner, Sudip 

Trivedi, Sophie Mould

GROUP 9



Climate Goal Low Carbon Transport

How Might 
We 
Statement

HMW… positively engage and consult communities on the infrastructure 
changes we are helping to decarbonise transport?

Who would 
need to be 
involved?

Who’s it for?

Key partners: User researchers, technology partners, local authorities, 
Additional support: TFL, Living Streets, neighborhood forums, Business 
Improvements Districts, Sustrans

Targeting those who don’t routinely respond to consultations
● Under 25s
● Adults indifferent to highway consultations and think they aren’t 

impacted as they don’t drive. They are all impacted by the effects of the 
scheme, climate and air quality. 



Solution 
Description

Not everyone is engaged with green proposals for their local area. The 
current format is very text-based. The people who typically respond already 
have very strong opinions. What if you could use technology to see and walk 
around a proposed future street? With AR, the citizen could see changes in 
pavement width, cycle lanes, changes in traffic, greening, etc.

In a pilot location, the citizen is set up with AR and they can optionally provide 
some demographic data. First, they see the street as it is currently. Then with 
the AR enabled, they can see the proposed changes rendered and animated, 
overlaid on the current street. After some time, the user is prompted to give 
feedback on both the proposed green measures that they see, as well as their 
overall experience. Lastly, they are referred to local groups and other resources 
they can access to advocate for the changes they want to see.

Required 
Resources

AR rendering and design resources. Participating pilot location.

Potential 
Next Steps

Intensive user research to find the first pilot location, ensure accessibility in the 
design process and that we can bring in our target group.





Example of existing visualisations (not using AR)

Jan Kamensky, ‘STUTTGART: ROSENBERGPLATZ’

https://vimeo.com/692608179


Riskiest hypotheses and how you validate them

Hypothesis How we would validate it

This process will bring in people who are 
not currently engaged.

User testing among this target group by 
screening out users that already participate in 
local planning and have strong views.

Not enough actionable feedback and 
engagement.

Involve people as much as possible through 
participatory design from the pilot. This 
includes giving children and young people the 
ability to draw their own designs and others to 
recount their own stories of the 
neighbourhood.

We can deploy AR without excluding 
anyone.

Test any technological or social barriers.



Solution Template

Related 
Projects

Astronaut street art  - mentioned there are increasing examples of people 
doing this for fun or gamified experiences: 
https://www.plymouth.gov.uk/newsroom/pressreleases/newappbringscentral
parklife
https://www.museumnext.com/article/what-can-ar-do-to-bring-heritage-sites
-to-life/ 
London Cycling Campaign have popular tool where members can overlay 
cycle lanes on pictures of streets 
https://lcc.org.uk/news/finding-your-way-on-londons-cycle-infrastructure-1/ 

Contacts: Potential private sector provider as partners  - e.g. https://aimescape.com/ar 
https://www.betastreets.co.uk/
Also recommended to contact David Edge at arup 
https://www.arup.com/our-firm/david-edge 

Recommend
ed Actions:

hypothesis needs testing that people will get used to this type of tech 

https://www.plymouth.gov.uk/newsroom/pressreleases/newappbringscentralparklife
https://www.plymouth.gov.uk/newsroom/pressreleases/newappbringscentralparklife
https://www.museumnext.com/article/what-can-ar-do-to-bring-heritage-sites-to-life/
https://www.museumnext.com/article/what-can-ar-do-to-bring-heritage-sites-to-life/
https://lcc.org.uk/news/finding-your-way-on-londons-cycle-infrastructure-1/
https://aimescape.com/ar
https://www.betastreets.co.uk/
https://www.arup.com/our-firm/david-edge


One World Living

Vision:
Reduce consumption emissions by two thirds, 

focusing on food, clothing, electronics and 
plastics



Better understand 

the impact of 

individual choices 

and borough 

interventions to 

reduce waste, and 

prioritise the most 

impactful initiatives?

How might we…
Better understand 

different types of 

user, and what 

factors will most 

incentivise them 

to switch 

behaviours?

Help citizens 

find information 

on where and 

how to access 

sustainable 

choices?

Support groups and 

individuals working 

on waste reduction 

to network, find 

spaces to operate 

in, and increase 

their impact?

● Knowledge / ease of access – How might we make information easy to access for consumers to help make sustainable 
choices (including repair and re-use)? 

● User research and normalising new behaviours – How might we better understand different types of user, and what 
factors will motivate/incentivise them most to switch behaviours?

● Facilitating community action / spaces – How might we support groups and individuals working on sustainable 
consumption and waste reduction to help them network, scale their initiatives, find spaces to operate in, and measure 
their impact? 

● Data and impact – How might we better measure and join up data on the impact of individual choices and borough 
interventions, so that we can prioritise our initiatives for the most impact?



Key insights and themes

● There was a big assumption that citizens would engage, and are actively 
looking for ways to reduce their impact. This needs to be tested.

● Trust and misinformation: so many of the ideas centred around providing 
actionable intelligence and data to citizens, but there were questions over 
how you build trust into the process. E.g. that items repaired are not going to 
be dumped or shipped to Africa?

● There was a lot of overlap between the initial seven solution sketches, and in 
the end the two ideas that were chosen were an amalgamation of most of the 
other ideas.



Additional Ideas

Other insights and ideas that weren’t explored via these pitches:

● We didn’t explore the two labelling projects in great detail because 
we wanted to focus on working up the detail for ideas and actions 
we could implement at a London scale, to help ensure this design 
process led to real action in the short to medium term.

● These ideas did not fall into that category due to the need for 
national legislation to require manufacturers of electrical 
equipment and fashion items to disclose the environmental 
impacts of their products.

● However, this is something we as London could potentially lobby 
national government for, so there is room to revisit whether this 
could be taken forward through a campaign or another 
mechanism.
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reCare

ReCare - Matthew Adams,  Andrew Hagger, 
Laura Humphreys, Issy Jones, Robert Poole, 

Romy van Es, Katharina Winbeck

GROUP 10



Solution Template

Climate Goal One World Living 

How Might 
We 
Statement

HMW… encourage local residents to think twice before disposing of electronic 
items with minor faults and instead bring them to a repair stop or even learn 
how to do simple electrical repairs themselves?

Who would 
need to be 
involved?

Who’s it for?

Local authority / commercial sponsors?

Local Residents, household consumers



Solution Template

Solution 
Description

A digital user interface that offers personalised help and information for 
residents who may wish to repair and upcycle their broken or faulty electrical 
equipment. The app will enable residents to detail their item and its condition; 
it will then offer them information and advice on how they can access the 
support and education they require.

The app will give them directions to their nearest repair hub, as well as basic 
training on how they can rectify common issues themselves. Depending on 
the complexity of the issue, the user will either be directed to their local repair 
centre, given support to learn the requisite skills themself, or info on how they 
can sustainably dispose of their item where repair is not possible.

Required 
Resources

App design/ digital skills - Procurement/tender
Repair skills - WL Green Skills Academy
Physical location - at least one in each borough

Potential 
Next Steps

Gain full understanding of the skills available in the area and the existing 
solutions. Also need to engage with local businesses and skills providers to 
work out how they can support the programme



Solution Template



Solution Template

Technology 

● Smart Chatbot interface 
Suggested technology: AWS Chatbot 

● Directory of reCareable items, available tools & pre-defined 
questions per item 

● Build a database back-end linking into existing repair 
directories & repair content
Suggested organisations: Restart project, repair cafe, 
reLondon, Youtube

● Drive analytics with user data to match space availability, 
service offerings & optimize user experience

○ Suggested technology: AWS Data Platforms, AWS 
Machine Learning

https://aws.amazon.com/chatbot/
https://aws.amazon.com/data/
https://aws.amazon.com/machine-learning/ml-use-cases/personalization/
https://aws.amazon.com/machine-learning/ml-use-cases/personalization/


Solution Template

Riskiest hypotheses and how you validate them

Hypothesis How we would validate it

financial viability - for both residents, 
businesses and local authorities

Business and implementation plan:
● Assess demand from residents
● Do residents have the skills?
● Next steps and implementation

Green skills gap Green skills academies:
● work out what courses are required, and 

the availability and attendance

Availability of space and physical 
infrastructure

Make use of existing spaces where possible, but 
also engage with:

● Borough planning, town centres, or asset 
team



Solution Template

Related 
Projects

Link to councils and library hubs
Shrub coop in Edinburgh
Restart project
Community repair network
Library of things
https://www.instagram.com/repurpose.gbch/

Contacts: None provided beyond the project team

Recommend
ed Actions:

Take forward Recare
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Carbon Foodprint Initiative

Camilla Bertoncin, Helen Wang, Juan Pablo 
Astolfo, Sharon Baurley, Eddie Copeland 

GROUP 11



Solution Template

Climate Goal One World Living

How Might 
We 
Statement

HMW… better understand the impact of individual choices and borough 
interventions to reduce waste, and prioritise the most impactful initiatives?

Who would 
need to be 
involved?

Who’s it for?

● A representative sample of all Londoners will need to be involved 

● It is for local authorities to use to target and prioritise their most 
impactful initiatives. 

● By sharing personas and insights openly, the underlying data could be 
used to inform interventions by many different orgs. 



Solution Template

Solution 
Description

Active Citizen Research contains a set of participatory and educational qualitative 
insight tools that can be used in conjunction to generate data and support persona 
generation.  

Food CO2 Tracker app and browser extension analyses common recipe sites and 
analyses meals’ CO2 footprint. Gives advice on:

1. Swapping ingredients
2. Cooking Method
3. Source of Food
4. Packaging

Refers users to hyperlocal sources of low CO2 food - inc affiliate links that provide 
financial incentive to app users.

Creates personas and insights to inform education, experiences and interventions.

Required 
Resources

Local businesses, LA support, willing citizens, local hacker/developer groups, schools 
and colleges, local VCFS (and Jamie Oliver) (and E.mission).
£10 million please! 

Potential 
Next Steps

Identify funding source - e.g. foundations - Roundtree, Leverhulme Trust, Nesta

http://emission.org.uk/


Carbon Foodprint Initiative Process overview

Food CO2 Tracker App

Active Citizen Research

Personas - details of 
how different 

demographics can be 
nudged to change 

behaviour

Education

Experiences

Interventions



Solution Template

Food CO2 Tracker app 
and browser extension 
analyses common recipe 
sites and analyses meals’ 
CO2 footprint.

Gives advice on:
1. Swapping 

ingredients
2. Cooking Method
3. Source of Food
4. Packaging

Refers users to 
hyperlocal sources of 
low CO2 food - inc 
affiliate links that 
provide financial 
incentive to app users.



Citizen Research Matrix of Methods 

At Home In the Community

What they understand 
about food: nutrition, 
carbon footprint and 
production, packaging, 
lifecycle 

● Video diary of what is in 
people’s cupboards

● Focus groups through Talk 
London

● Quiz/ game with Londoners to test 
them on their knowledge e.g. 
matching items with carbon 
footprint, waste impact 

What and how they 
purchase and cook

● Shadowing people’s 
supermarket shop

● Observe people cooking at 
home 

● Observe how people purchase and 
cook when given food for free or a 
food budget 

● Host open kitchens to observe what 
is cooked

What they waste ● Weigh or take a photo of 
what families’ waste to 
gather data

● Host community waste weigh-ins 
and work with app developers to 
measure it 

● Host waste exchanges to identify 
behaviours 



Solution Template

Riskiest hypotheses and how you validate them

Hypothesis How we would validate it

1. We are able to reach and engage with those 
who are most disengaged or hardest to reach 
(i.e. those digitally excluded)

● Work with local communities and VCFS groups to 
engage 

● Ensure the incentives match the effort of the research 
activities - e.g. Food / Training Vouchers for pilot 
group.

2.     Local authorities will use and apply the insights 
and personas 

● Involve LAs in the co-design process from the 
beginning 

3.     Our tools will help citizens feel more 
empowered and part of the process rather 
than research subjects  

● Ensure a high level of ownership and completion of 
the activities from citizens and communities 

4.     By keeping the research approach and 
interventions novel, we can avoid fatigue and 
waning interest

● Run a pilot



Solution Template

Related 
Projects

Giki (app)
Get Jamie Oliver or Jack Monroe involved
Hubbubs
BBC Good Food collaboration?

Contacts: None provided beyond the project team

Recommend
ed Actions:

Carbon Foodprint Initiative could be a campaign for someone else to take on



London Climate Goals 
Design Sprint:
Solutions Showcase

@LOTI_LDN
www.loti.london

#LOTI


